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Forests of British Guiana 159 

rivers throughout the greater part of the tidal reaches in which the water is sometimes brackish 
but mostly fresh; these forests are represented on the lower tidal reaches by low-growing trees 
and shrubs forming a monotonous level interrupted here and there by a tall palm (Euterpe edutlis) 
or silk-cotton tree (Eriodentdron anfractuosuin), but towards the upper tidal reaches the vegetation 
becomes taller and Dimorphandra M11lora usually begins to appear, and higher still an abundant 
growth of palms characterises this class of forest, in which the dominant trees are usually 
Pterocarpus Draco and Pentaclethra filantentosa, besides Ca7rapa gutianensis, Eperuta spp., 
Nectandra spp., etc. (c) Forests covering the swampy alluvium depressed below the level of high 
tides extending behind the river lands. Above the river estuaries the banks of the rivers for 
a distance of 200 m. or more inland are usually slightly higher than those further inland, the 
river lands having been gradually raised above the general level of the alluvium by silt and salt 
deposits left on them by successive high tides or floods. The lower swampy grounds extending 
behind these natural dams are frequently occupied by pure woods of the third type, the prevailing 
species being Eutterpe edutlis and Manicaria saccifera, together with various timber trees common 
to this and the preceding class-Tabebuia lontgipes, M11Ioroniovea coccinea, Inga spp., MIyristica 
sitrinarnensis, Hernandia gutianensis, Pteroca7puits Draco, etc. (d) Forests bordering the rivers and 
covering the flat lands slightly raised above the tidal level and more or less inundated during the 
rainy season. These forests supersede those of class (b), forming marginal forests along the banks 
of the chief rivers and their larger tributaries, beginning towards the end of the tideway where the 
water is always fresh and the flat valley lands are slightly raised above the tide level. They 
consist of belts of varying but relatively small width along lands more or less inundated 
periodically when the rivers are in flood, and stretch for long distances inland as far up the valleys 
as these lands extend; in the lower and broader parts of the river valleys these forests are mostly 
confined to the raised natural dams described under class (b), but further inland in the narrower 
parts of the larger valleys they entirely cover the intervening flat lands between the rivers and 
also the more elevated lands. The characteristic tree of this class is Dirnorphandra Mora, which 
is sometimes in almost absolute possession, including the undergrowth which consists of its 
saplings; the larger trees are often of great girth, are supported at the base by huge buttresses, and 
reach a height of 50 or even 70 m., forming along the rivers continuous lofty walls of forest which 
support a luxuriant growth of climbers and lianes-often so dense as to form a veritable curtain of 
vegetation descending from top to bottom and hiding the tree trunks from view. Other trees of 
this forest are Lecythis spp., Pentaclethra, Carapa, Epernta spp., Pterocarputs, etc.-more than 
100 species in all. 

(2) The second division comprises the most extensive forests of the Colony, containing most 
of the commercially valuable timber trees. The nature of the soils is the most important factor 
influencing their composition; whereas the slightest rise in the land above tide and flood levels 
suffices to change the character of the swampland forests, that of the upland forests is but little 
affected by considerable differences of elevation, up to 200 feet or more above sea-level. Various 
species of Lecythis are generally the dominant or sub-dominant trees in these forests; palms 
occur sparsely or not at all, their general absence forming a marked contrast in them as compared 
with those of the swamplands. 

The second report (26 pages, with appendix of 52 pages of tabulated statistics) contains 
detailed accounts of the various forest types, lists giving the vernacular and botanical names 
of the trees, notes on the soils, measurements of the girth of the trees, and estimates of their 
number per acre and per square mile. 

RESTINGA (LITTORAL FOREST) VEGETATION, BRAZIL 

Hemmendorff, E. " Bilder aus der Restinga-Vegetation bei Rio de Janeiro." 
Svensk bot. [Tidskr., 6, 1912, pp. 889-902, 5 plates. 

The restinga forest of Brazil, chiefly developed on the coast but sometimes penetrating inland, 
is placed under " halophilous forest and bushland on sand " by Warming, who points out 
that these littoral forests form a transition to ordinary xerophytic forests, the crooked stems and 
branches often met in some of the latter forests also occurring in the restinga. Hemmendorif 
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160 Xotices of Work on Foreign Vegetation 

describes two restingas near Rio, developed on stretches of sand behind the outer dunes of 
the coast and consisting of low scrub vegetation. In one case the soil consists of fine quartz-sand; 
close to the sea this is almost free from plants, then comes usually a Pes-caprae formation, and 
on the somewhat higher undulating dunes behind this the true restinga vegetation. In this, most 
of the shrubs are from 0 5 to 3 m. high, though some form small trees of 6 to 7 m. in height, above 
which rise the 8 or 9 m. high inflorescences of Fourcroya gigantea. The shrubs mostly form 
cushion-like patches with bare areas between; the most characteristic restinga plant, Anacardima 
occidentale, forms a carpet-like covering; on wet soil in the shade of the shrubs there flourish 
various herbaceous plants (Ver))onia sp., etc.); there are numerous climbers, epiphytes (especially 
Tillandsia usneoides) and fruticose lichens on the shrubs, besides parasitic flowering plants, 
the whole forming a close jungle-like vegetation, with the spaces between the cushion-like masses 
occupied largely by grasses. The second example described (Restinga de Man'a) shows a 
somewhat different facies: on the coast is a mangrove formation (Avicenania tomlentosa, etc.) 
instead of the open dunes, the trees are higher, and the dense cushion-like bushes are absent. 
The Praia de Leblond is fully exposed to the winds from the ocean, but the Restinga de Mana 
is sheltered by the high hills of the Rio estuary. The restinga vegetation is markedly xerophytic; 
the leaves in some species are leathery, stiff, thick, and hairy, but in others are fleshy and 
glabrous (various Bromeliaceae, Cactaceae, etc.). 

According to Warming, the restinga forest " in many respects recalls the campos serrados " 
present in the interior of Brazil; this name is given to those facies of campo (savannah) with 
abundant trees, forming low open sunny forests consisting of bent and tortuous trees together with 
a rich vegetation of grasses, perennial herbs and small scattered shrubs covering the ground. 
Hemmendorff points out, however, that the species found in the restinga scrub are mostly quite 
different from those of the campos serrados, and he gives details regarding the climatic conditions 
on the coast and in the interior; the former is characterised by moist air and rain throughout the 
year, whereas inland there is a long drought period. He also gives data as to the general 
ecological factors of the restinga habitats-soil, temperature, wind, rainfall, etc.-and eight fine 
plates, besides a list of the plants observed. 

ERRATUM 

On p. 26 of this JOURNAL (No. 1), line 11 from top, " 1906 " should be " 1908." 
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